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ABSTRACT The antitumor activity of SSM consists in the activation and intensification of 
collagen proliferation against carcinoma.百leexperiment in vitro and in vivo (xenografts) in-
dicates that SSM did no direct damage to the cancer cells， but that it accelerated the proliferation 
of collagen fibers of the stroma. These collagen fibers enclosed the cancer cells釦 dprevented 
cancer cell proliferation. It was also made clear that the proliferation of collagen fibers was 
accelerated remarkably by SSM under a c沼rtaincondition of imrnunity. Therefore， one of the 
basic activities of SSM is to stimulate the proliferation of collagen fibers in the stroma invaded 
by cancer cells. Collagen serves in the composition of small blood vessels， blood capillaries， 
muscle fibers， and nerve fibers. Besides， the biosynthesis of collagen seems to be accelerated 
by carcinomatous infil回 tion，and it may also take place with fibroblasts， endothelial cells， and 
the amo中housmatrix in the normal tissue or cancer cells themselves. 
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INTRODUCTION 

SSM (Maruyama vaccine) [1] is prep紅 edfrom human-type tuberc1e bacillus .百le

deproteinized extract is used as the vaccine and its main components紅 巳 polysacch釘 ideand nuc1eic 
acids (DNA and RNA). It has been asserted that the antitumor activity of SSM stimulates lym-

phocytes and accelerates the production of interferon [2] and that SSM activates lymphocyte function 

in cancer patients [3]. In addition， pulmonary metastases in rats with ascites hepatoma disappeared 
after treatment with SSM [4]. 

We have used cultured c巴lIsto investigate cytotoxic effects on human cancer cells and have 

shown that lymphocytes， when attached to the surface membrane of a cancer cell， which served 
as t紅getcells， either specifically (immunologically) or nonspecifically (by utilizing lectin)， man-
ifested the strongest cytocidal effect [5]. Clinical cases of carcinomas treated with Maruyama 

vaccine therapy for a certain period were investigated histologica11y and certain findings observed， 

which may be due to the SSM therapy. In p紅 ticular，biopsy performed on two patients with breast 
cancer revealed marked stromal proliferation and increased collagen with disappearance of infil-

trating cancer cells. Therefore， it appeared that SSM stimulated the growth of stroma1 collagen 
with resultant inhibition of cancer cells. In order to elucidate the mechanism of SSM， experiments 

were carried out on both cells grown in tissue culture and xenografts of human cancer cells to nude 

mice. This paper deals with the results of these experiments. 
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